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Going
conservative
Domingos Mamede and Filipe
Amante demonstrate the socket
shield technique

Multidisciplinary
treatment planning
Josselin Lethuillier, Sébastien Felenc and Philippe Bousquet on treating patients
with aggressive periodontitis

Slow and steady
Successful osteotomy preparation:
more speed, less haste?

The great debate

Razzle dazzle

Winning the war of words

Stars of Dentistry 2018 is almost here!

Earn three
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with this issue
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MARKETPLACE

Masterclass in
dynamic navigation
Implant Dentistry Today finds out more about a bespoke course perfect for implant
dentists looking to introduce dynamic navigation into their workflow
Implant dentists who want to introduce
dynamic navigation into their workflow can
attend a bespoke course presented by certified
master clinical trainer, Dr David Burgess. The
two-day masterclass takes place at Dr Burgess’
state-of-the-art clinic in Carbis Bay, Cornwall.
Each course is limited to five delegates
and the content is tailored to the specific
requirements of the attendees. It includes
hands-on training and live surgery observation
to give a comprehensive insight into the
benefits of computer-guided freehand implant
placement.
Two delegates travelled from India to
attend the course in February, inspired by the

Mandurai: ‘David Burgess’ course delivery was
outstanding and made the dynamic navigation
process crystal clear.
‘I found the Navident system very user
friendly and was impressed with the precision
that can be achieved with this procedure.’

The masterclass includes hands-on training and live
surgery observation

feedback from other dentists who had trained
at Carbis Bay. According to Dr Lambodharan,
professor and head of prosthodontics at the
CSI College of Dental Sciences and Research in

To find out more about the Masterclass in dental
dynamic navigation, contact Carolyn Hocking at
Carbis Bay Dental Care on 01736 793090 or email
carbisbaydental@btconnect.com.
Introductory one-day dynamic navigation courses are
also available. For 2018 dates and further details, visit
www.thedentalimagingcompany.co.uk/courses-events.
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MAKE IT SIMPLE
WE KNOW HOW!
B+ is a biological feature of MIS implants, which was designed to simply enable
effective, long-term osseointegration. B+ is a mono-molecular layer of multi-phosphonates
which is covalently bound to the implant and facilitates organic biological contact with
newly forming bone. To learn more about B+, visit MIS at: www.mis-implants.com
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Targeting
Perfection
Dynamic navigation for freehand
dental implant placement
See where the tip of the drill actually is, not where you think it is.
Navident allows you to prepare the implant site completely freehand and
with greater precision and confidence, using your CBCT data in real time
as your virtual guide.
Precision guidance for increased accuracy
within 0.5mm of treatment plan*

*Average error of 0.4mm in internal bench tests with a range of operating conditions.

Easy to use, reducing time and expense
with a simplified digital workflow
Plans can be modified at any time, even
during treatment
Enables minimally invasive flapless
drilling without a physical guide
Provides even greater value from your
CBCT data

Compatible
with any implant
type, drill system
and all known
CBCT devices

“What makes Navident stand out is
it precisely guides the surgeon to
prepare and place the implant.
The software shows the drill
position on the scan in real time,
as it enters the jaw.”
David Burgess BDS DPDS MScConSed
Carbis Bay Dental Care, St Ives, Cornwall

Try Navident’s precision
guidance for yourself

Hands-on dynamic navigation
courses now available

Call 0845 602 4944 or email info@navident.co.uk
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